You have numerous opportunities to show readiness for college level math and English before attending the CSU. Demonstrating College Readiness will allow you to register for college level math and English in your first semester of college at any CSU or participating Community College! In most cases, it also allows you to avoid any remedial coursework in math and English. Help yourself to make a smooth transition into college and start on track!

Opportunities To Show College Readiness

**EAP Exam:**
Test administered in the 11th grade.

**College Ready Results:**
- “Ready”
- “Ready conditional” with a specific senior year course

**SAT Scores:**
Reading: 500+ & 460
Math: 550+ & 490

**ACT Scores:**
English: 22+ & 19
Math: 23+ & 20

**AP Exam:** 3 or higher

**Entry Level Math:**
Score of 50 or above

**English Placement:**
Score of 147 or above

**Early Start Class**
To register for college level math and/or English in your first Fall semester at the CSU, complete any needed remediation in the prior summer

Scores in GREEN are new Conditional cut-offs
See our website for details

Questions???

Please email us at: eap@fullerton.edu or visit: http://ed.fullerton.edu/collegereadiness/